Twinkle And Owly The Owlet
Adventure to the Water Planet

By Serin Jeong
In their cozy nest, “Good Morning, Owly.” Twinkle woke her sleeping sister up. Twinkle heard nothing but the quiet tip tap of the rain on their roof.
“Yawn.” Owly muttered in her sleep.
“Owly, Agent Tasha has a new mission for us.” Twinkle told Owly sternly.
As soon as Owly heard that, she bolted straight out, got her space suit.
“Um, we don’t need suits, the place we’re going to has oxygen.” Twinkle said, putting a wing on Owly’s shoulder. “Oopsie.” giggled Owly.

At the Prof. Jennifer’s laboratory:

“Finding if animals can live on the Water planet is important!.” Agent Tasha said. “Jennifer has discovered a comet from Venus is approaching Earth, we may need to evacuate.”
“Get some rest and leave tomorrow in the Soaring Star.”

“Owly, come here!” Twinkle exclaimed the following day. “Mumble Mumble.” Owly snored on. “It’s time to go, grab a donut and eat it on the way!”
1 hour later...
“Wow” Owly said when they reached the shimmering blue planet. They were roaming around the Water planet, looking for animals.

“So this planet is made of water?!” Owly shouted. “Yep.” a voice behind them suddenly spoke. They turned around, found a cat!

“Hi, I’m Lilic.” she whispered. “Hi Lilic, I’m Twinkle and this is my sister Owly.” Twinkle greeted.

“Do you want to visit my house?” said Lilic. “Of course!” sisters shouted together.
When they got to Lilic’s house, they were amazed by the transparent blue and green star shaped home.

“Twinkle, look!” Owly exclaimed, pointing to a baby dragon.

“Oh, I wonder what her name is.” Twinkle asked.

“Her name is Star.” Lilic smiled.

The sisters patted Star and carried her around in their wings.
After they ate, Lilic invited them to enjoy the sunset together. 
Finally, it was time to say goodbye. 
Lilic gave them Star to remember her by and told them to visit her anytime. 
When Twinkle and Owly got in their ship, they thought of what the agent would think about their amazing discovery.

The end
Goodbye